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2by + 2ezq + 2/vg + z) + 2gxq 
+ 2hx = 0 

ultiplying 
(2) by x and (3) byy and adding, 

we 
have 

by + Jz +t hx 

+)=.. or 

and (px +) = 0. 

(ax 
+by+gzx + fyz + 2hxy) 

+ (cz +ý t gr) (p +t )= 0. 

- (cz + fyz+ gx) + (z + y + gr) Px 
* P)= 0, using (1) 

px+gy -Z = 0, or 

(C +y* 8r) (px + q-)= 
0 

which is required partial 
differential 

equation. 

Second Part : Given surface is 

Differentiating (5) partially 
w.r.t. 'r' and y' by turn, we get 

Yp + px tz+y=0 

Solving (6) for p and q, 

or yz +zx+xy = 0 

z+ qy tXq *x = 0. 
and 

and q=- (z + x/(x* 
2(xy+yzt z2 = 0, using (S) 

p=- (z + y)(x + y) 

x(z+y)_y3+X) -z =-4tZ+ x) _ 

x+y 
px ty- z = - X+y 

x+y 

Hence (5) is a surface satistying (4). 

Ex. 10. Form partial differential 
equations by eliminating arbitrary constants. 

the following relations: 

(a) 2 = rla + ylb 

(6) 2z = (ax + y)* + b 

and from 

Nagpur 1995; M.D.U. Rohtak 20M 

INagpur 1996; Delhi Maths (G) 20 

Sol. (a) Given 

2z =xla+lb2 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'x' and 'y, we get 

2(dz/dx)=2x/a .(2) 
2(0z/dy)=2yl6 

d = x/p, 
p =xla, 

Substituting these values of a and b in (1), we get From (2) and (3), 
= ylb 

2z = px + qy, 
which is the required partial differential equation 

2 = (ax + y +b 

(b) Given 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. x' and 'y', we get 

.. (2) 2p 2a(ax + y) 

2q 2(ar +y) 

where p= ôz/ôx and q = dz/dy. Dividing (2) by (3) yields p/q = a. 

Substituting this value of a in (3), we get q (plg) x *y 

Ex. 11. Eliminate a, b and c from z = alx + y) + b(x - y) + abt + c 

Sol. Given 

px + qy= 

|L.A.S. 19 
or 

z = a(x +y) + b(x - y) + abt + c 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'r, y and 'r, we get 

dz/dx = a+b (2) 

We have the identity: 

Oz/dy = a-b... (3) 
dz/dt = ab 

(a+b)- (a - b) = 4ab 

(az/dx)-(d:/dy) = 4(:/ar), using (2), (3) and (4) 

Ex. 12. Form the partial diferential equation by eliminating the arbitrary cos200 

b from log (az - 1) =x t ay +b. 

Sol. (a) Given 

1.A.S. 

log (az - 1) = x + ay +b 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'x', we get 
a 

az-1 dDx 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. y', we get 
a 

az-1 dy 
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so that aa-I a=+(d:/dy) 

Z (4) of az - I and a in (2), we have 
Fan () 

ing 

the 

above 

values 

d=1 
dr 

ldifferential equation by eliminating a, b, c, from ?id+ lb+2id=1. Sind a ar Bhopal 2004; Jabalpur 2000, 03, Jiwaji 2000, Vikram 2002, 041 

or 

dy 1A Fimdapartial dier 

id+yIb+ ?id = 1. l Given 

.. (1) iating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 

or 

exta=0.(2) 
or cy+bd (3) 

(2) with respect to x and (3) with respect to y, we have 

-o- (4) +b +b 0..6) 

c2-(azix)x(d:/àx) From (2), 
6) Aaring this value of c in (4) and dividing by a, we obtain 

or 

(7) 

Similarly, from (3) and (5), 
(8) 

Diferentiating (2) partially w.r.t. y, 0+a z/y) d: /dx) + z®:/dxoy)}=0 
(/dx) (0/ày) + z(0*:/oxdy) = 0 

(9) 7 (8) and (9) are three possible forms of the required partial differential equations. EL. 14. Find the partial differential equation of all planes which are at a constant distance yn the origin. 
Sol Let 

lx +my+ nz = a 
. (1) guathon of the given plane where 1, m, n are direction colines of the normal to the plane so P+m + = 1, 1, m, n being parameters Uiferentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'x and *y', we have lnp 0 

. (2) 

3) m+nq = 0, .(4) * p=rlox and q=ðz/dy. From (3) and (4), I= -n (2), we have 

r++1)=1 
suhstit uting the values of I, m, n given by (5) and (6) in (1), we get 

np and m = - nq. Substituting these 

l= -

np = pp ++1)-12 
n = (p ++1)l2 

m= nq= -9(p* + + 1)-1/2 

so that . (5) 

(6) and 



1.10 
tial quation. -px (p +g+ 1)- D p +q + ) +zp 

constanis a and cfrom z = ar + g(a) y + c, where g (a) 1s an arbilrary function 

D = a 

ting the arbitrany 
is free of the 

px+Y 
+a (pf +g+ 1)"", 

which is the required 
partial differentiat 

or 

Ex. 15. Show that the partial 
differential 

equalion 
oblained by eliminon 

Sol. Differentiating z = ar + ga) y + c partially 
w.r.t. * and y' yields . 

one of the 

and q= 
ction of pay 
ariables x,y. 

variables x, y z arbitrary fur 

9. Clearly, the resulting partial 
differential 

equation 
contains p and q but none of the on 

Ex. 16. Show that the partial differential 
equation 

obtained by eliminatino Elhminating a between them leads to q = g{p) or f{p, q) = 0, where f is an arb 

the arbitrur 

constants a and b from z = ar + by +f(a, b) is given by z = px t qy + Ap. a). 

b 
z = ax + by +f(a, b) 

and 
Sol. Differentiating P=a 

partially with respect to 'x' and y', we get 

Eliminating a and b from (1) and (2) yields 

Ex. 17. Form a partial differential equation by eliminating a. b and. 

ax+ by + cz= 1. 

z px + y*f(p. q) 
nd c from the rela 

Mysore 204 
ax + by+ cz = 1. 

Sol. Given 

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. '*' and 'y', we have 

2by +2cz (0z/dy)=0 
(2) 

2ax+2cz(a: /dx) = 0 

Differentiating (2) partially w.r.t. y', we get 

(Oz/ax) (dz/dy) + z(0*z/dxdy) = 0,..4 
0+2c/y) (d: /àr) + z@z/dyd=0 or 

Since c is an arbitrary constant. (4) is the desired partial 
differential equation. 

Again, differentiating partially (2) w.r.t. x and (3) w.r.t. y, we get 

26+2c{(0/ày) + z(0*z/ay)=0 
2a+2e{d/dx) + z(®z/àr)=0(6) 

From (2), a= -(cz/x) x (0z/dx). Putting this in (5), we get 

-(czlx)x (dz/dx) + c{dz 1dx) + z(az/ax=0 or 
zx(z/ax)+x{dz/dx)-z(dz/d)=0 . 

zyz/dy.) + y(Oz/dy) -z(ðz/ày) =0. 

Similarly, from (3) and (6), we get 

(4), (7) and (8) are three possible forms of the required partial differential equations. 

EXERCISE 1 (A) 

Eliminate the arbitrary constants indicated in brackets from the following equations 0 

form corresponding partial diferential equations. 
Ans. 8z/dx2 +8:/a 

1.z =A e" sin px, (p and A). 
Ans. 8'z/dr=td 

2. z= A e? cos px, (p and A) (Sagar 1999) 

3.z = ar + by'; (a, b) 
Ans. x(0z/dx) + y(az/d)=* 

Ans. z= (dz/dx)(d:/0 

4. 4z [ax + (yla) + b]'; (a, b). 

Ans. (z/dx2)+2xy(8?z/dxôy) +y'(*'z/ 
5. z = ar + bxy + cy, (a, b,c) 

6.2 ax + by + ab, (a, b) 

Ans. 9xyz=6x'y (d:/dx)+ 6x3y' (z/ðy)+4Z(G 
)+4z(0z/dr) (: 
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1.11 
Tnal afenn 

(a, (a, h) Ans. +2y 2(:- x/y) dy equation of the family of spheres of radius 4 with centres on the xy- 

he fferential cquati 

Ans. (x-y[(d:/ dx) + (0z/dy) +1|= 16(d:/dx - 0:i dy ) 

& Find the 

nes having cqual x and y intercepts. 
tial differential cquation of the family of spheres of radius 7 with centres on 

ial differential equation ofa all spheres whose centres lie on z-axis. 

Ans. p-q = 0 
Find 

the 
PDE 

of, 

a 
Find 

the 
partial 

difleren 

Ans. (p+ f+ )*- yy = 49 (p q) 

. 
Find 

the 
partial 

diflere 

Ans. xq- yp = 0 
tan of partial differential equation by the elimination of arbitrary he equation o(u, v) = 0, where u and vare functions of x, y and z. 

Rule ll. Deriva 

IMeerut 1995| 
o(u, v) = 0 

ependent variable and x and y as independent variables so that 
oyldx 0 

Prool. Given 

..(1) 
treat d:0y= q. and dx/dy 0. 

Difere ntiating (1) partially with respect to x, we get 

do du dx du dy du d+ Od0 dx du dy ,dv dz =0 du dx dx dy dx ozd dudx dr dy dx dz dr 

0/-(+ dul dv .(3) 
Similarly, differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'y', we get 

u/Ou+4dudul dv dy .4) dz 
Eliminating with the help of (3) and (4), we get 

Pp +Qq = R, ..(5) 
P du dodu dv 

dy dz 
nus we obtaina linear partial differntial equation of first order and of first degree inpand q. the given equation between x, y, z contains two arbitrary functions, then in general, 

du dv du dv 
z dx dx dz 

R Cu do_du do 
dx dy dy dx 

Ex. 1. Form a partial differential equation by eliminating the arbitrary function from 

z oy 

2 LVED EXAMPLES BASED ON RULE II OF ART. 1.11. 

nation gives rise to equations of higher order 

y-)=0. What is the order of this partial differential equation ? 

Sol.Given Bilaspur 2003; Indore 2003; Jiwaji 2003; Vikram 2001| 
oCr+ y+z, x +y - ?)=0. .(1) U= x + y + z and V =x* +y-2 ..(2) 
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o(1, v) = 0. 

Then (1) becomes 

Differentiating (3) w.r.t., 'r' partially, we get 

o -2 
From (2), =1, = 1, dx 

2x, 2, du 

dx dy2 
(Go/du)(1 +p) + 2(00/0v\r - pz) = 0 

(ao/duy(d0/ôv) 
= -2(x -pzy(1 + p). From (4) and (5), 

or 

Again, differentiating (3) w.r.t., 'y' partially, we get

-
ou dy 

(p/du)1 +q) +2(do/d»)0 - zq) = 0, by (5) 
(ao/du/(30/ov) = -2(%- q)(1 + q). 

or 

or 

Eliminating o from (6) and (7), we obtain 

(1+ qx- pz) = (1 + p) or (-p:y(1+ p) = (- qI +9) 

)p- (r + z)q = x -y, which is the desired partial different 

Ex. 2. Form a partial differential equation by eliminating the arbitrary funeti 

equation x +y+z =fx +y +) 

ential equation of firs or 

s from 

Sol. Given 
xty+z=fr* +yf+ z) 

Differentiating partialy w.r.t. 'r' and y', (1) gives 

+p= fr +yf +z").(2x + 2zp). 

1+q =f' +y +)2y +229). and 

Eliminating.f'* +y+) from (2) and (3), we obtain 

(1 + py(2x+2zp) = (1 +9(2y + 2zq) or 

(- z)p +(z- x)q = x -y, which is the required partial differential equations. 
Ex. 3. Eliminate the arbirary functions f and F from y = fl- at) + Fx + at). 

(1 +p) y+ z9) = (1 +q) 
or 

(Sagar 1997; Vikram 1995; Jabalpur 3W 

y= fr - at) + F(x + at). 
dy/dx = f'r - ar) + F(x + at) 

8 y/dx= f"x - at) + F"x + at). 

oy/dt = f'x - at).(-a) + F"x + at). (a) 
dy/ar =f"a - at). (-a + F"t + a). (a) 

8ylar= #"a- at)+ F"x t al)].. 
(2) and (3) 

Sol. Given 

From (1), 

and hence 

Also, 
and hence 

or 

Then, 
Ex.4. Eliminate arbitrary function f from 

()z=f-) 
(i)z = fr* +y). 

Bilaspur 1996; Sagar 1996; Bangalore 
[Meerut 19 

Sol. () Given 

Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 
Z= fr-y). 

dz/dx= f'(a*-y) x 2r 

and dz/dy =f'*-y) * (-2y) 

Eliminatingf"(*- y) between (2) and (3), we have 

f'-) = (1/2x) * (¢:/dr) 

S-) = - (1/2) x (drly) 
so that 

so that 


